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A NEW APPROACH TO PROBLEMS IN TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW*

BY

MONROE H. MARTIN

University of Maryland

1. Introduction. The dynamical equations and the equation of continuity

p(uxu + u„v) + Px = 0, p(vxu + v,v) + py = 0, Gou)x + (pv)v = 0, (1)

for the velocity components u, v, the density p and the pressure p in the steady two-

dimensional flow of a fluid, subject to no external forces, constitute an underdetermined

system of three partial differential equations for four unknown functions

u = u(x, y), v = v{x, y), p = p(x, y) ^ 0, p = p{x, y), (2)

of the independent variables x, y.

To make the problem determinate, an additional relation may be prescribed, as is

frequently done when it is assumed the density p is a function of the pressure p. In

this paper we prefer, at the outset, to deal with the underdetermined problem (1), re-

serving the right, however, to make the problem a determinate one whenever it is con-

venient to do so.

A novel feature in the investigation is the use of the stream function 4> and the

pressure p as independent variables. With this device, the integration of (1), barring

exceptional cases,1 is equivalent to the integration of a system

(71 v^Vpv 0? q 7 p) i 0^)

of two partial differential equations for two unknown functions £ = £(\p, p), rj = p).

Corresponding to the indeterminacy in (1), the fluid velocity q = q(ip, p) in (3) is an

arbitrary function2 whose specification characterizes the system (3).

Once a solution of (3) has been found, the flow is presented parametrically by

p)j ^ £ £ P^p j
(4)

y = tp(i, p), " - p), v = v — pvp •

For = const, the equations in the first and second columns constitute parametric

equations respectively for the stream lines in the physical plane and their hodographs

in the hodograph plane, the pressure p serving for parameter. In the third column I, rj

denote lift and drag functions.

Provided the flow does not have a degenerate hodograph, the variables p may be

eliminated from (4), and the usual transformation from the (u, w)-plane (hodograph

plane) to the (x, ?/)-plane (physical plane) is obtained.

*Received March 24, 1949. Presented September 9, 1948 at the Madison meeting of the American

Mathematical Society. This investigation was carried out under project NOL 139(Tm5-l) "Rotational

Gas Flows" of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Springs 19, Maryland.

'See Theorem 1 in Sec. 2.

2The phrase "arbitrary function" is used in a restricted sense throughout the paper to designate a

function subject to such continuity restrictions as may be necessary to insure the validity of any argument

in which it enters, but which is otherwise entirely arbitrary.
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The form of equation (3) is invariant under the change of parameter

* = nr),

a property that leads immediately to the Munk-Prim substitution principle3 for the

special case of two dimensional flows.

By eliminating one of the unknown functions in (3), a Monge-Ampere partial differ-

ential equation is obtained for the other. In view of the symmetry of (3), the unknowns

£, j? satisfy the same Monge-Amp&re equation.

The application of the Cauchy-Kowalewsky existence and uniqueness theorem to

this Monge-Ampere equation for a prescribed regular analytic function q2(jp, p) leads

immediately to an existence and uniqueness theorem for flows having a preassigned

analytic pressure and velocity distribution along a prescribed analytic arc C. The func-

tions £, ij in (4) are presented by power series

$ = h0 + h,W< — fa) + ■ ■ ■ , v = kn + kiiip — to) +••• , (5)

in which the h, k are regular analytic functions of p which are readily calculated from

the initial data by elementary algebraic operations and differentiations.

A necessary and sufficient condition for (3) to have a solution (5) linear in ^

is that the flow be irrotational. For a solution of this type the flow defined by (4) is the

well known Prandtl-Meyer flow,4 and a simple geometric construction results for the

stream lines.

The study of flows for which £, -q are polynomials in ^ — \j/„ offers an attractive

problem for investigation left untouched in the present paper and should lead to in-

teresting examples of rotational gas flows.

If the drag function £ (lift function rj) defined in (4) be introduced in place of £(ij)

as unknown function, and \p, y{4/, x) taken for independent variables by an Ampere

contact transformation, the Monge-Ampere equation for £(77) is replaced by a quasi-

linear equation for £(77). This leads to a general formulation of the method followed by

Kiebel5 in his investigation of rotational flows. Unfortunately, a simple parametric

representation for the flow, analogous to (4), no longer appears to be available.

In the final paragraph the treatment of one-dimensional unsteady flows is reduced

to a minor formal modification of the method followed in the study of two-dimensional

steady flows.
2. The equations of motion. As is well known, the system (1) can be written in the

alternative form

(p + pu2)x + (puv)y = 0, (puv)x + (p + pv2)„ = 0, (pu)x + (pv)v = 0,

3M. M. Munk and R. C. Prim, On the multiplicity of steady gas flows having the same streamline pattern.

Proc. Nat. Ac. Sci., 33, 137-141 (1947). The principle is established by Munk and Prim for three dimen-

sional flows.

4T. Meyer, Ueber zweidimensionale Bewegungsvorgaenge in einem Gas, das mit Ueberschallgeschwin-

digkeit stroemt, Dissertation, Goettingen (1908) or Forschungsheft 62, V.D.I., Berlin (1908), pp. 31-67.

'I. A. Kiebel, An example of an exact solution of a two-dimensional rotational flow in gas dynamics

(Russian). Prikl. Mat. Mekh. 11, 193-198 (1947). English translation by E. Rabkin, Technical Trans-

lation No. TT-35, National Research Council of Canada, Division of Mechanical Engineering. Ottawa

(1947).
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from which it follows6 that, given a solution (2) of (1), there exist three functions |, rj, \p

of x, y such that u, v, p, p, £, rj, \p constitute a solution to the system of Pfaff

= puv dx — (p + pu) dy, drj — (p + pv2) dx — puv dy, d\p = pv dx — pu dy. (6)

The variable \p is, of course, the stream function, and to lend the variables £, rj phy-

sical significance, we write (6) in the form

d£ = u d\p — p dy, drj = v d\p p dx, d\p = pv dx — pu dy. (7)

Along a streamline

= — p dy, drj = p dx, dip - 0,

from which the physical meaning of £, rj is apparent. The difference between the values

of £ at two points on a streamline forming the boundary of a solid immersed in the fluid

equals the horizontal component of the force experienced by the body due to fluid

pressure along the intervening arc. Since rj may be interpreted as the vertical component

of this force, the functions £, rj are frequently referred6 to as the drag and lift functions,

respectively.

If we introduce auxiliary functions

£ = \ + py, V =v~px, (8)

of x, y, the system of Pfaff (6) becomes

d£ = u dtp + y dp, dr\ = v dip — x dp, d\p = pv dx — pu dy, (9)

which suggests that \p, p be taken as independent variables. This restricts us to those

solutions (2) of (1) for which no functional relation exists between the functions \p, p of

x, y. In other words we rule out at this point those flows for which p = p(\p), that is,

flows for which the streamlines are isobars. Such flows form a very restricted class which

will be studied in Sec. 3.

With the introduction of \p, p as independent variables in place of x, y, the functions,

£, j;, p of x, y become functions of ip, p

I = p), V = vd, p), P = p(*p, v) ^ 0, (10)

with x, y, u, v, £, i? given as functions of ip, p by (4). Substituting for x, y, u, v from (4)

in the last equation of (9) and remembering that ip, p are independent variables, we

find the following conditions on the three functions (10)

"I- V^rj^p p 0, ~1~ V^Vpp = 0* (11)

Corresponding to a solution (2) of the underdetermined system (1), we are led by the

above considerations to a solution (10) of the underdetermined system (11).

Let us consider the converse problem. Given a solution (10) of the underdetermined

system (11) can a solution (2) of the underdetermined system (1) be constructed?

6See, for example, Bateman, H., The lift and drag functions for an elastic fluid in two-dimensional

irrotational flow. Proc. Nat. Ac. Sci., 24, 246-251 (1938). The notation in this paper differs from ours,

with Bateman writing — <J/, —X, — Y for what we have designated by <p, rj.
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The underdetermined system (11) may be regarded as a determinate system of two

partial differential equations for two unknown functions £, rj, the function

P = p(i, V) ^ 0, (12)

being regarded as an arbitrary function whose specification characterizes the system.

From this standpoint, the converse problem is formulated as follows. The function

(12) being specified, given a solution £, tj of the determinate system (11), can a solution

(2) of the underdetermined system (1) be constructed?

If we assume that

= UvVw - = j * o, (13)

the equations in the first column of (4) determine \p, p as functions of x, y. Substitution

for \p, p in the equations of the second column, and in (12), then yields u, v, p as functions

of x, y. We shall now show that the four functions (2) of x, y so obtained constitute a

solution of (1).

For this we need the following formulae derivable from (4):

Jux P f Juv £<t'pW<pp f

'IvX ^pV<Pp J V<fip f

Jpx £ppPt ^<ppPp t JPy VppPit Vpi>Pp J

Jpx %tl/p i JPv V\l>p r

and the formula

Pp P (%tpp ~f~ V$p £>I"P%pp V\l*>l>Vpv}t (-^5)

obtained by differentiating (11) partially with respect to p, \[f. On substituting in (1)

from (14), it follows from (4), (11), and (15) that (2) is a solution of (1).

When (13) and the second equation in (11) are solved simultaneously for , riPP ,

it is found that

£pp pJyt t Vpp ~~P*J%$ i (1^)

and consequently, from (4), that

2 2 t 2i2 2 2i2
p q J = xv + yv , q = u + v ,

so that the condition

xl + yl> 0,

and (13) are equivalent as long as p ^ 0, q ^ 0. The last condition amounts to requiring

that the directional derivative of the pressure along a streamline remains finite.

The above results may be summed up in the theorem.

Theorem 1. The solution of the underdetermined system (1) and the solution of the

determinate system (11), containing the arbitrary function p = p(\p, p) are equivalent

problems provided the streamlines are not isobars, the directional derivative of the pressure

along the streamlines remains finite, the density does not vanish, and the flow has no stag-

nation points.
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The specification of the density function p = p) amounts to assuming that along

each streamline the density is a function of the pressure alone, the functional dependence

being permitted to vary from one streamline to another.

Returning to the first equation in (11), we may use (4) to write it in the form uuv +

wv -f- p_1 = 0. Holding \f/ fast, we integrate this equation from p0 to p to obtain Bernoulle's

theorem

1 1 rp
2 92 = 2 q2° ~ J P * dP> P" = Po(#)> go = ?«(£)• (17)

Here p0 is some conveniently chosen reference pressure, not necessarily the same for all

streamlines, and q0 is the associated fluid velocity, both p0 (yp), q0{P) being arbitrary

functions.

Thus the system (11) is replaced by the equivalent system (3) in which the fluid

velocity q = q(ip, p), given by Bernoulli's theorem, characterizes the system (3). Apart

from the condition qqp ^ 0, the function q may be taken arbitrarily, with

p = (ggvy\ go = g(i, Pott))- (18)

On differentiating (17) twice with respect to p, it will be found that

M2 — 1 = ggP2grP, (19)

where M = q/G is the Mach number. The flow is accordingly supersonic or subsonic as

qPP > 0 or qpp < 0.

For p0 = const and a density function of the form p = f(p)/^(^) we find

\g2 = \ql- go = qoW, P(p) = J" ■ (17')

In the special case of a perfect gas f{p) = pn, ^(^) = fc" with 0 < n < 1, we put p0 = 0

and find

<17")

Here \ql is the total head, k = fc(^) = exp (S/cwith S denoting the entropy and c„

the specific heat at constant volume. For an incompressible fluid with variable density

f{p) = 1 and

\g2 = \gl- *W(p - Vo) (17"')

is a linear function of p.

The formulae (14) lead to an interesting expression for the vorticity co = w„ — vx .

Direct substitution from them, followed by the elimination of , -qpp by (16), leads to

= rr = -pgg* • (20)

For a perfect gas with uniform total head this reduces to

n dS p_
w 1 — n dip c, '
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to imply a theorem due to Crocco,7 which states that the vorticity is proportional to

the pressure along a streamline.

The expressions for the lift and drag functions, given in (4), follow at once from (8),

in view of the first column in (4).

3. The exceptional case p = p(ip) • As has been pointed out above, the flows for which

the streamlines are isobars must be treated separately. According to Prim,8 in the case

of a perfect gas, the streamlines for such flows are either concentric circles or parallel

straight lines. We shall show how a modification of our previous analysis generalizes

Prim's result to any fluid for which the density is a function of the pressure along a

streamline.

Under this assumption, p = p(\p) implies p = p(\p). Let us take ip, s for independent

variables, where s denotes the arc length measured along a streamline from some fixed

point upon it. One finds that (9) is replaced by

d£ = (u + yp') clip, dt] = (v — xp') d\p, dip — pvdx — pudy, ' — d/d\p. (21)

Thus ?, r) are functions of \p alone and we may write

= u + yp', v' = v — xp', vx+ — uy+ — p~\ vx, — uy. = 0, (22)

the last two equations coming from the last equation in (21), since \p, s are independent

variables. From the first two equations we find

«• + V>P' — v> ~ X>P' = (23)

which, provided p' ^ 0, may be used to eliminate x, , y, from the last equation in (22)

to obtain uu, + vv. = 0, and consequently

u2 + v2 = q2, q = q{\p). (24)

When u, v are eliminated from (24) with the aid of (22), we obtain

(x + £) +(y- K) = V (25)

This shows that any streamline is a circle with center { — rj'/p', £'/p') and radius

r = q/p' = r(i). (26)

To prove that the circular streamlines are concentric, we employ the identity

(?)'" + (?)'•" v ~
Since the right side is a function of ip alone and u, v depend on s, this implies

t>
/ = const., — = const., (27)

p p

'Crocco, L., Eine neue Stromfunktion fuer die Erforschung der Bewegung der Gase mil Rotation.

Zeits. angew. Math. Mech., 17, 4 (1937).
8R. C. Prim, On the equations of plane rotational flow of a perfect gas in natural coordinates and on plane

rotational gas flow with constant velocity magnitude or constant vorticity along the streamlines. Naval Ord-

nance Laboratory Memorandum 9264, (1947) SB Project No. 19.2.
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and, as a corollary, that

qr' - p'1 = 0.

If we write (26), (27) in the form

and eliminate r', we obtain

dp , i ^
T dr r q' pqr = 1'

dp
rTr = »<i

from which it is clear that any two of p, q, p may be specified functions of r, and the

third is then uniquely determined, if we except p which is only determined up to an

additive constant.

If p' = 0, it follows from (22) that the streamlines form a family of parallel straight

lines. Each streamline is a straight line along which u = £', v — i)' are constant. To see

that these lines are parallel, let

x = x0 + s cos 6, y = y0 + s sin 6, (28)

where x0 , y0 , 6 depend only on \p, be the parametric equations of the family of stream-

lines. Substitution in the third equation of (22) yields

q(xo sin 6 — y'o cos 6) — qd's = p-1,

which, since p = p(ip), implies

= 0, pq = (xo sin 6 — y'0 cos 0)_1, (29)

so that 6=6o = const., as stated, and the Cartesian equation of the family of stream-

lines is

x sin 60 — y cos 90 — n, (30)

where n denotes the length of the normal let fall from the origin to a streamline. If we

take x0 , Vo in (28) to be the coordinates of the foot of this normal, we have

n' = xh sin d0 — y'0 cos 60 ,

from (30), so that the second equation in (29) reduces to

pqn' = 1.

The following theorem has accordingly been proved.

Theorem 2. For fluids in which the density is a function of the pressure along a stream-

line, if the streamlines are isobars, the streamlines are either concentric circles (p ^ const.),

or are parallel straight lines (p = const.). In the first case, any two of p, q, p may be pre-

scribed as functions of the radius r to determine the third as a function of r. In the second

case, p, q may be taken as arbitrary functions of the distance n of the straight line from the

origin.

4. The Munk-Prim substitution principle. A change of parameter \j/ = along

the isobars leaves the form of the system (3) unchanged, the new system being

& + vf- = q*\ + vt-vt, = 0,
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where

d\f/
£* = €(*(**), v), v* = vMt*), v), 1* =

From (4) we find

d\//* p)-

x* = = -vv , u* — , f* = S* - P& = i

2/* = £ = f, , !>* = Ifj- = V* , V* = >>* - prf = V,

so that the new flow has the same streamlines, pressure distribution, lift and drag

functions, as the old system. On the other hand, we have

* * cty * / d\p ya

u =dru' v =df*v' p =\dr) p>

the last relation being a consequence of Bernoulli's Theorem (17).

Thus we are led to the following substitution principle first formulated by Munk

and Prim9 for steady three-dimensional flows.

From a given flow, a new flow having the same streamlines and pressure distribution

may be derived by multiplying the magnitudes of the velocity vectors tangent to a given stream-

line by the same factor X and the density by the factor X-2, the factor X being permitted to

change from streamline to streamline.

By properly choosing the factor X either q0(4/) or ¥($) in (17') may be reduced to a

constant. Thus, as Munk and Prim have pointed out, in the case of a perfect gas the

new flow may be taken to have either constant total head or constant entropy throughout.

5. The Monge-Ampere partial differential equation. The problem of integrating (3) is

equivalent to the solution of a Monge-Ampere partial differential equation. To see this,

we solve (3) simultaneously for ?^ , ??„„ obtaining

Vt = (q2 ~ ZD1'*, Vpp = ~ (g» , (3D

and consequently

  QQp PP /QO\

v*' ~ (?2 - &Y1/2' ~ (<?2 - Z\Y/2' j

from which a Monge-Ampere partial differential equation for | = £(^, p)

QQipfctfcpp Q Qpp (.QQpp ""l" Qp)^ ~i~ q (£^£pp £^p) 0* (33)

arises when 77 is eliminated by partial differentiation.

Given a solution £ of (33), we determine jjj, up to an arbitrary constant by the

line integral

Vp

9Loc. cit.

J* {Vp\p d\J/ -}- vjpp dp}> (34)
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with the aid of (32), and then determine rj by the line integral

v = / + Vv dp)

with the help of (31), (34). From the symmetry of (3) it is clear that »? is also a solution

of (33).
We propose to investigate the existence and uniqueness of flows when the fluid

velocity q in (33) is a prescribed function of \p, p. From (18) this amounts to prescribing

the associated fluid velocity q0 = q00/0 and the density function p = p(\p, p).

Consider an arc

C: x = x(p), y = y(p), p0 ^ P ^ Pi ,

in the physical plane. Can this arc be taken to be one of the streamlines of a flow in which

the pressure of the fluid at the point (x{p), y{p)) equals the parameter p? Furthermore, if

such a flow exists, is it uniquely determined?

For C to be an arc of a streamline as required, it is necessary and sufficient, from (4),

that a constant exist such that

, p) = y(p), ttito , p) = q(io, p) cos d(p), (35)

where

6 — arc tan y'/x', ' = d/dp,

is the angle of elevation of the tangent line to C. If (35) is replaced by

£(<Ao , p) = c + [ y{p) dp, {,(*„ , p) = q(io , p) cos 9(p), c = const., (36)
•'Do

these conditions give the initial data for Cauchy's problem for the partial differential

equation (33). To apply the Cauchy-Kowalewski existence theorem,10 we write (33) in

the form

iv Q Qpp ~i~ (.QQpp ~i~ Qp)£ip](Q %pp) • (37)

It follows from this theorem that if q(\f/, p) is regular analytic for [ \p — | < 5, p0 =

p S Pi and if C is an analytic arc with x'2 + y'2 > 0 holding for p0 5S p g px , there

exists exactly one analytic solution £ of (37) meeting the initial conditions (36), provided

that

q(io ,p)^ 0, £„(*„ ,p) = y'^0 for p0 g p ^ Pi . (38)

This solution permits the expansion

£ = h0 + hity — ip0) + • • • + hn(\l/ — ioy + • • • , | 1 < 8i < 8, (39)

valid for sufficiently small <5t in which h„ = hjp) are regular analytic functions of p for

Po ^ P ^ Pi ■
The function 77(^, p) is now determined by (34) after substituting from (39) for £ in

(32), the arbitrary constant in (34) being adjusted so that , p„) = —x(p0).

10Hadamard, J., Lectures on Cauchy's problem in linear partial differential equations, New Haven

(1923) pp. 9-16, in particular p. 16.
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The restriction y' ^ 0 in (38) is not an essential one. If per chance y' = 0 at some

point of C, the r61es of £, rj are interchanged in the analysis and (38) replaced by

gW'o Vppiio, p) = —x' ^ 0. (40)

By hypothesis x', y' do not vanish simultaneously on C, so if (38) fails, we can always

be assured that (40) holds.

The condition q(ip0 , p) ^ 0 is equivalent to requiring that there be no stagnation

points on C.

The above results are summarized in the theorem below.

Theorem 3. If C: x = x(p), y = y(p) is an analytic arc with x'2 + y'2 > 0 holding

for p0 ^ P = 7h , if the fluid velocity q(i//, p) is regular analytic for \\p — yj/0\ < o, p0 ^

p ^ Pi with q(\po , p) 0, the arc C is a streamline for exactly one flow (of preassigned

sense on C) with pressure p and fluid velocity q(\p0, p) at the point (x(p), yi'p))- The stream-

lines and the hodographs of the flow in which C is imbedded are presented parametrically

by (4) in which the functions p), vit, P) permit the expansions (5) valid for sufficiently

small | \p — ip<> I, the coefficients h, k being regular analytic functions of p in the interval

Po ^ V ^ Pi ■
To calculate the coefficients in (5), these expansions are substituted in (3). On the

assumption

q2 = g0 + qAi - to) + ••• , g0 ¥■ 0, (41)

where g0, gx • • • are regular analytic functions of p for p0 ^ p ^ px , a routine computa-

tation shows that the h, k are determined by

n

(r + 1 ){n + 1 — r)(hr+1hn+1-r + kr+1kn+i_r) = qn ,
r = 0

(42)

i> + m"-x+1 + klx+1) = o.
r-0

In particular, for n = 0,1, 2, we find

hi -f- k\ = q0 , h'a'hi + k'0'ki = 0,

(43)

Kh2 + k,k2 = , hi'}h + K'k2 = ~\ (M'h 1 + kl%),

hxh3 + k,h = f - | (hi+ kl),

h'0% + k'0% = - | (hi% + k'2%) - | (h['h2 + k['k2).

The coefficients h0 , k0 are, from (4), determined by

hi = y(p), k'0 = -x(p).

The first pair of equations in (43) are solved simultaneously to determine hi , fcj and

the second pair may then be solved simultaneously for h2 , k2 , since the determinant

hM' - fciK = [go(x'2 + y'2)]1/2,
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does not vanish by hypothesis. Proceeding in this manner, the remaining coefficients

are determined step by step.

6. Prandtl-Meyer flows. Leaving aside the case where the density or velocity

vanishes, it is clear from (20) that a necessary and sufficient condition for the flow to be

irrotational is q+ = 0.

For (3) to have a solution (5)

£ = h0 + fh(\l/ — \pa), V = k0 + — ia), (44)

linear in , it is clearly necessary that = 0, that is, that the flow be irrotational.

Conversely, we shall now show that among the irrotational flows there are solutions

(44) of (3).
We set

q = q(p) (45)

in (3) and take qn-1 = hn = kn = 0 for n = 2, 3, • • • in (42), or (43), to get following set

h\ + k\ = q2, KK + fci K = 0, hxK + JcX' = 0, (46)

of necessary and sufficient conditions for (44) to be a solution of (3). To satisfy the first

pair of equations, we place

hj = q cos 6, ki = q sin d, (47)

and find that

6 = d{p) = e0 + f (~-) dp, (48)

to determine lix , ki in (46) as functions of p.

Leaving aside, for the moment, the determination of h0 , k0 , we substitute in (4)

from (44) to obtain

x = —k'o — s'ii — i/-o) cos (e — n), u — q(p) cos d(p) = u(p),

(49)
y = h'0 — — to) sin (0 — n), v = q(p) sin 0(p) = v(j>),

where q(p), 8(p) are the functions of p mentioned in (45), (48), and s denotes the arc

length of the hodograph curve

H: u = w(p), v = v{p),

in the hodograph plane. The angle n defined by

cot n = qd'/q' (50)

is the angle between the radius vector OP to a point P of H and the perpendicular ON

let fall on the tangent line to H at P (see figure below). From (48) and (19) we find

cot n = (M2 - 1)1/2, s' = s'(p) = -(Gpr1, (51)

so that n — n(p) is identified as the Mach angle.

On placing p = const, in (49), it is clear that the isobars are straight lines along

which all velocity vectors have the same magnitude and make the same angle n with

the isobar. These straight lines are the "Mach lines" in the flow defined by (49).
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With \p — const, in (49), the streamlines are presented parametrically in terms of

the pressure p by the equations in the first column. From the second column it is clear

that all streamlines have the same hodograph, a characteristic feature of Prandtl-Meyer

flows.

We return to the determination of h0, k0. Taking \p = \p0 in (49), we obtain an initial

streamline

x = x{p) = —k'0 , y = y(p) = K ,

in terms of which the last condition in (46) becomes

y' cos 8 — x' sin 0 = 0, (52)

on substituting from (47). Thus we may take any curve

C: x = f(r), y = g(r), (£) + (g) > 0,

with continuous non vanishing curvature for the initial streamline, for if we write

x(p) = f(r), y(p) = g(r), r = r(p)

and introduce the slope m = m{r) of C, condition (52) becomes

m(r) = tan 6(p) (53)

an implicit equation for the determination of the parameterization r = r(p). In other

words, once C is given, the pressure distribution along it is determined by (53).

The above considerations are illuminated by the following geometrical construction.

Fig. 1.

At a point T with parameter r on C in the physical plane we draw the tangent line

TU. From 0 draw OP in the hodograph plane parallel to TU to meet the hodograph

curve H at P with parameter p. This determines geometrically the correspondence

T = T(p) between the parameter r at T and the parameter p at P affected analytically

by (53).
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The isobar through T is constructed by drawing a line TI parallel to the normal ON

let fall upon the tangent line to H at P. To construct a streamline, the length (Gp)~1 is

laid off from T along TI to determine a point S. The locus of S as T traces out C is a

streamline. The remaining streamlines are "homothetic transformations" of this stream-

line, obtained by laying off the lengths (if/ — \p0)(pG)1 along TI from T.

7. The drag and lift functions. The Monge-Ampere equation (33) is carried over into

a quasi-linear equation

Q a^ [? Qpp (qQpp + Qp)%ipQQipfci* Q ~ £y)j (^4)

with ip, y in place of 4*, V as independent variables, and the drag function £ = y)

as unknown function, by the Ampere contact transformation

i V = V, i = S ~ VP, u = u, y = -p.

With \p, y serving as independent variables, (7) is written

d£ = u dip — p dy, d\p = pvx+ dyfr + p(vxu — u) dy,

from which we see that

w = it > V = — £» j z* = (pv)~\ x„ = uv'1.

Since u2 + v2 = <f, the last two equations may, from (18), be written

11v r _ l±
(q2-£)1/2' " {q2~'QX* / _ 2 t2\l/2 ' X» ,2 %n1/2 > (^5)

from which x may be eliminated to obtain a second derivation of_(54).

Here p is presumed to be replaced by —. Given a solution £ = y) of (54), the

Cartesian equation of the streamlines is

= x($, y) = J {x* dip + xv dy],

where x+ , xy are the functions of \p, y given in (55). The pressure p and velocity com-

ponents are, of course, given by

P = -I, u = f, , v = (q2 - \\)U2.

Formulas analogous to the above have been obtained by Kiebel with —\p, a; as inde-

pendent variables for the special case of a perfect gas, without, however, explicitly

computing (54) or noticing the physical significance of £. To obtainthe actual formulas

of Kiebel, the lift function 77 is used in place of the drag function £, the lift function rj

becoming the function11 x used by Kiebel in his investigation of flows for which x has

the special form

x = -H{i)x~iy-X)ny+1\

8. Unsteady one-dimensional flow. If we disregard the second equation in (1) and set

v s 1, y = t,

nOp. eit. p. 2.
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in the remaining equations, we obtain the differential equations

io(uxu + Ui) + px = 0, {pu)x + p, = 0,

for unsteady one-dimensional flow. We find (9) replaced by

d£ = u d\p + t dp, dip = p dx — pu dt, (56)

and taking \p, p for independent variables,12

we find, instead of (11)

p 0, (57)

where p = p{\p, p) is an arbitrary function. Eliminating x by partial differentiation, the

role of (33) is taken over by

IWfp® — = (~) > (58)
Wp

a differential equation which was obtained by another method by the author13 in the

special case of a perfect gas.

Given a solution £ = £(ip, p) of (58), the flow is presented by

x ^(^A, p) f {(£^£^p p ) d\p dp], u £^(^, p)j- l £p(^A> P)i

in view of (56), (57); or, provided ^ 0, so the last equation can be solved for p, the

equations defining the flow can be put in the form

x = x(\p, t), u = u(yp, t), p = p(ip, t).

For fixed \p these equations give the positions x, velocity u, and pressure p for a gas

particle as functions of the time t.

I2The case p = p(\f/) is disregarded.

lsMartin, M. H., The rectilinear motion of a gas II, AinCr. J. Math. 57, 410 (1945).


